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THE MONOLOGUE OF THE GROUP:
WIKI AFFORDANCES AND ORGANIZATIONAL WORK

THE WIKI WAY

WIKINOMICS
“Throughout
g
historyy corporations
p
have organized
g
themselves
according to strict hierarchical lines of authority… While
hierarchies are not vanishing, profound changes in the
nature of technology,
technology demographics,
demographics and the global
economy are giving rise to powerful new models of
production based on community, collaboration, and selforganization rather than on hierarchy and control… this
new of way organizing will eventually displace the
traditional corporate structures as the economy’s
economy s primary
engine of wealth creation”
Tapscott and Williams, Wikinomics, 2006, pp. 1-2

WIKIS IN ORGANIZATION SCIENCE AND IS


Zammuto et al.
al 2007,
2007 Organization Science,
Science “Information
Information
Technology and the Changing Fabric of Organization”





IT Affordances changing organizational form and structure
Wiki as a specific
ifi affordance
ff d
enabling
bli mass collaboration
ll b
i

Majchrzak 2009 MISQ Commentary, “Where is the theory in
wikis?”






“…as researchers, we need to push ourselves in understanding what is
different about wikis—in terms of affordances, functionalities, and
behavioral use patterns—compared to existing collaborative
t h l gi which
technologies,
hi h will
ill h
help
l us d
derive
i new theories
th i or refine
fi our existing
i ti g
theories.” P.18
“… we need to study how the web of relationships between the wiki
functionalities the organizational design
functionalities,
design, the norms of use
use, and the
community affect how these affordances play out. “ p. 19
“Then, we need to take another look at IS theories and those in other
disciplines to argue why Web 2.0 technologies may cause us to
reconsider our previous theoretical assumptions.” P. 19

OPEN QUESTIONS



What are the
Wh
h affordances
ff d
off wiki
iki technology?
h l ?
How are wiki-based KM work processes different from
traditional KM processes?







How would we measure success for such projects?
What is the relationships between process and outcome variables?

What theoretical foundations can help us understand
wiki-based KM?
What factors are likely to play a role in explaining and
predicting the success of wiki-based KM projects?

WHAT ARE THE AFFORDANCES OF WIKI
TECHNOLOGY?

AFFORDANCES




In Psychology
Psychology, an affordance is a perceivable property of an object or
of the environment that allows a particular individual an opportunity
for action (Gibson, 1979).
Norman (1990,
(1990 1993) populized the idea and brought it to the
attention of the design community, and in particular researchers in
human-computer interaction (HCI).






It emphasizes the role of the situated activity of the person who
perceives the affordance (as opposed to developers’ tendency to think in
terms of specific functions).
Constraints (Stan)

From an IS perspective, it refers to System-Task alignment (Ofer)



The affordances describes the tasks for which the system is most
appropriate
Stan: situated activity (Lucy Suchman)

WIKI AFFORDANCES: LITERATURE REVIEW


Prior works








Leuf & Cunningham 1995, The Wiki Way: wiki design principles (L&C)
Wagner 2004: wiki as a tool for ‘conversational KM’ (W)
W
Wagner
& Majchrzak
M j h k 2007,
2007 JMIS:
JMIS enabling
bli characteristics
h
t i ti off successful
f l
wiki projects (W&M)
Arazy et al. 2009 (working paper): wiki affordances (A)
M j h k 2009,
Majchrzak
2009 MISQ C
Commentary:
t
wiki
iki affordances
ff d
(M)

Confusion due to: (Stan)





Different perspectives on ‘affordances’ (IT  Task)
Some are implementation specific: (e.g. Wagner& Majchrzak 2007
‘customer centric’)
Confusion between wiki as a technology and Wikipedia (with all the
additional procedures it developed)
Depends what you compare to
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HOW ARE WIKI-BASED KM WORK PROCESSES
DIFFERENT FROM TRADITIONAL KM PROCESSES?

TRADITIONAL KNOWLENDGE CREATION
PROCESSES


TBD
 Alavi

& Leidner 2001
 Nonaka 1994

TRADITIONAL IS (KMS) IMPLEMENTATION
(FOCUS ON THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE)

THE ‘ROSE’ DIAGRAM:
WIKI-BASED
WIKI BASED KM PROCESSES (1)

THE ‘ROSE’ DIAGRAM:
WIKI-BASED
WIKI BASED KM PROCESSES (2)

THE ‘ROSE’ DIAGRAM:
WIKI-BASED
WIKI BASED KM PROCESSES (3)

WHAT THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS CAN HELP
US UNDERSTAND WIKI-BASED KM?

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

IS
Frameworks

Neighboring
Fields

Complexity in O
Org

F2F Co
onversatio
ons

Ope
en-Source

Open KM
O

age
K-Share & mana

IS Adoption

Wiki-Based KM Processes

Foundations

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS


Existing Theories
Knowledge Sharing & Management
 IS adoption




Theoretical frameworks from related areas
Open Knowledge Management
 Open Source SW development (+ similar communitybased p
projects,
j
, Wikipedia)
p
)




Different /new theoretical foundations
Conversations ((as social knowledge
g construction
process)
 Organizational Complexity Theory


WHAT FACTORS ARE LIKELY TO PLAY A ROLE IN EXPLAINING
AND PREDICTING THE SUCCESS OF WIKI
WIKI-BASED
BASED KM PROJECTS?

FACTORS THAT COULD EXPLAIN THE SUCCESS OF WIKIBASED KM PROJECTS


Mengis, G. and Eppler, M. J. (2008).
Understanding and managing conversations
from a knowledge perspective
perspective. Organization
Studies, 29(10): 1287‐1313.

Our proposed classification
The
Organization
g

KM Process

The Individual

An edit

Technology

Task

TO DO


Study
St
d existing
i ti g literature
lit t
tto identify
id tif important
i
t t
factors
 For

each class of factors
 For each of the theoretical foundations

Synthesis the literature to come up with the key
factors that would play a role in wiki
wiki-based
based KM
project success
 Formulate propositions related to the
relationships between the various factors


